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        BABY REGISTRY

          customizable, 100% free, add any gift from any store !

       CREATE YOUR REGISTRY > 
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                  MORE THAN A

                    BABY REGISTRY

                   

                Why limit yourself to a baby registry opened with one of the traditional stores, forcing you and your friends & family to buy all gifts at one store, often at unfavorable prices ? 

My Desires lets you create a uniquely customizable and totally free baby registry where you can add any gift you would like from anywhere. From the nursery that caught your eye at Pottery Barn Kids, to the Sophie Giraffe teether you saw at Amazon, but also for example the handmade paper mobile you saw in a small shop in your neighborhood and that you snapped a picture of with your cell phone. 

Distribute your baby registry among your friends and family and they will be able to indicate the gift they would like to get you. They are free to buy the gift at the store you will have indicated on your registry and have it delivered to your address, or to make a financial contribution directly to your bank account. Or they can even buy it in another store of their choice and give it to you personally. 

No more unwanted or double gifts !
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                 In 2021, the parents of 156,000 newborns registered on MyDesires.com
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                A BABY REGISTRY
THAT REFLECTS YOUR PERSONALITY

                 

              What if you could customize the heading of your baby registry and choose your own cover photo and colors?

My Desires lets you personalize your baby registry and make it live throughout your pregnancy until the long-awaited birth; from the first ultrasound to the latest maternity shots.

And of course you can easily choose the color combination of the page design to match your cover photo.

              SHOW A SAMPLE BABY REGISTRY > 
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                EASY TO USE &
ADAPTS TO ALL SCREENS

                 

              We took great care to create a very easy to use interface accessible for everybody, from the 8 year old niece to the 88 year old grandmother.

Booking a gift only takes two clicks and does not require an account with us. Creating a baby registry or adding gifts to it is just as quick and easy thanks to our browser extensions. 
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                Not only that but your baby registry is directly accessible and adapts to all connected devices and screen sizes, from your desktop or laptop to your tablet and your cell phone. You can browse your baby registry in a store with your mobile phone, take a picture of a gift you just saw and add it directly to your registry on the fly.
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                OUR TOP FEATURES
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                  All Stores

                  Add any gift from any store
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                  100% Free

                  All features with no hidden costs, including cash gifts !
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                  Assistant

                  Need ideas or inspiration ? Our assistant will help
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                  Browser Extension

                  Add a gift directly from the product web page, including on mobile !
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                  Customize

                  Add your own cover photo to your registry
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                  Cash Gifts

                  Receive cash gifts directly without fees
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                  Mobile

                  All our tools are made for mobile
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                  Memento

                  Print and save your registry as well as the messages from your guests
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                  Freedom

                  Hand-made gifts ? Second hand items ? Virtual gifts ? There are no restrictions 
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                  Video Messages

                  Guests can record a message with their mobile or webcam on your registry
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                  Reservation Manager

                  Follow reserved gifts, reception date, thank you notes sent, ...
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                  Promotion Codes

                  Get exclusive offers negotiated with our partners
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               A wishlist for all great 

                events in your life 
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click on the image to go to the new theme >
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         “. . . Go ahead and post your baby registry on My Desires' website. Very simple, you put the name of the gift, a picture and a link to its web page if it can be bought online, and then you send it out to your family! . . . "  [Dec 2009] [image: ] 
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